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Abstract We introduce a temperature dependent anisotropic model for the stresses in gallium nitride (GaN) and
aluminum nitride (AlN) films grown on Si(111) substrates
and their epiwafer bow effects caused by thermal mismatch
between the film and substrate. The model is verified by
Raman scattering experiments with carefully prepared
samples. The stresses analyzed from Raman frequency
shifts in experiments show excellent agreement with the
stresses from finite element modeling simulations. The
interaction force mechanisms and the impact factors are
compared. The analysis provides an insight in understanding the defect behaviors in film growth. Our model
could be useful in the evaluation of the residual stresses
and deformations in film growth control, post thermal
process in device manufacture, packaging, and reliability
estimation.
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1 Introduction
Gallium nitride (GaN) and aluminum nitride (AlN) have
extensive potentials in new generation broad band semiconductor material exploration due to their perfect optical
and electrical properties [1]. Widely recognized hot topics
include light-emitting diodes, ultraviolet (UV) radiation
sensors, high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) [2] and
etc. Though these exciting applications have been reported
for years, some basic problems remain poorly studied,
especially the crystal quality control during hetero-epitaxy
[3], lattice and thermal mismatch alleviation [2, 4], and crack
prevention [5, 6]. These problems present major limitations
in terms of LED device yield, performance, and cost [7]. One
of the most widely identified parameters is the warping (a
popular statement is bow or wafer bow) which is commonly
utilized as an important and convenient indicator of quality
in production. In fact, Leach et al. [7] have analyzed and
summarized the 2012 SSL Manufacturing R&D Roadmap
and pointed out that wafer bow is directly responsible for at
least 6 of the total 24 problem areas and the FLAAT (Flat
Layers At All Temperatures) technology of template is
related to each of these issues. Moreover, problems are even
more remarkable aiming at films grown on silicon wafers as
emphasized in the Roadmap of 2014.
Wafer bow is intrinsically caused by thermal mismatch
between the film and substrate, which manifests itself more
obviously with high temperature variation like the films
grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD). There are indeed a lot of efforts [8, 9] that attempt
to control wafer bow to be minimum which is strongly related
to the stress and strain induced mechanically, such as, strain
relaxation in our previous work using step-graded buffer
layers [10] and Leach’s work using FLAAT technology with a
polycrystalline GaN film on the backside of the substrate for
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force balance between both sides [7]. As mentioned in [7, 9]
and Roadmap of 2014, utilizing a thicker substrate is another
necessary way to compensate for large bow effect specially for
a thicker film required in high performance and powerful
devices. In fact, latticepower company recently supplies a
product with a much thicker substrate (the thickness of film
and 2-in. Si(111) substrate are 5 and 1500 lm respectively)
aimed for higher performance and better reliability, which
implies a novel investigation trend in this field. In practice, the
gradient or flatness of film surface which is particularly
detrimental to LED performance [7] should be controlled
carefully for fewer defects such as hexagonal pits caused by
stress observed in [10]. At the same time, the stress state of
film is strongly related to the reliability of metal line interconnection in devices and the percentage of dislocations in
post thermal process [11]. For example, the deformation of
solder pad (such as p-electrode or n-electrode which is connected on the surface of film as a component in devices) is
readily influenced by the stress in film because the deformations between the film and solder pad are much easier to misfit
under cyclic work loads coupled with the residual stress in
film. Thermal-expansion and cold-contraction further compiling with the deformation caused by the residual stress will
also greatly increase the complexity of treatment in packaging
[12]. On the other hand, factories spend a lot of time and
energy on several times of quenching process (post thermal
process) as important manufacture steps so as to release the
residual stress in films and detect killer defects at an early
stage, which in turn optimize process yields [11] (see also the
Roadmap of 2014).
The problems mentioned above have already attracted
tremendous research interests in literature especially on
experimental investigations for more than 30 years. However, it still lacks of enough numerical models for residual
stress forecasting in the complicated process flows. In view
of this, the aim here is at constructing a numerical model
for films grown on Si(111) substrate. The model is of
practical significance for stress state prediction especially
considering that the experiments would exhaust money and
time greatly [13]. The main theme of this work is to prepare good samples and analyze Raman frequency shifts to
ascertain the residual stress values which are adopted for
model verification. The temperature dependent stress evolutions and the impact factors are discussed in depth
together with model building and wafer bow inspecting as
intuitionistic indicators to reveal the mechanisms.

2 Sample preparation and material characteristics
Wurtzite-type epitaxial structures are grown by metal–organic chemical vapor phase deposition (MOCVD).
Trimethylgallium, trimethylaluminum and ammonia are
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used as precursors for gallium, aluminum, and nitrogen
respectively, with hydrogen as the carrier gas. 2-in. silicon(111) wafers are loaded into the reactor in a N2 glovebox
and the temperature is raised to 950 °C for thermal cleaning
and removal of native oxide. Al-preseeding is performed
after substrate preparation and a thickness of 200 nm AlN
epitaxial layer is grown at 1150 °C, then, followed with a
thickness of 500 nm GaN growth at the same temperature.
The V/III ratio is always controlled to be at about 1100 with a
pressure of 100 mbar during growth. We prepare three types
of samples and the growth conditions for AlN samples are the
same but without GaN growth further. (Sample-1: GaN
*500 nm, AlN *200 nm, Si(111) *700 lm; Sample-2:
AlN *200 nm, Si(111) *1500 lm; Sample-3: AlN
*200 nm, Si(111) *700 lm).
There are different formulas to calculate thermal
expansion coefficient (TEC), which lead to corresponding
inconformity in results, e.g., difference in selection of
reference temperature (mainly including room and 0 K
temperatures) and datum length. Considering anisotropy,
we use the format about the TEC a below to resist the
errors from datum length selection.
a¼

dLðtÞ
LðtÞdt

ð1Þ

where L(t) corresponds to a-lattice and t is an indicator of
temperature. In this way, we fit TECs directly from temperature dependent lattice variations and resample them
together for comparison, as shown in Fig. 1. The original
temperature dependent lattice datas are from [14–16].
Another thermal stress related variable is temperature
dependent Young’s modulus. Temperature dependent
experimental elastic constants can be found in [17–19] and
have been fitted here (experimental temperature range
AlN : T 2 ½0; 1350 K; GaN : T 2 ½0; 900 K; Si : T
2 ½0; 1164 K).
8
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Fig. 1 Curves of linear TEC (in plane, corresponding to a-lattice)

Only the silicon is fitted linearly due to its weak higher
order fitting coefficients. Moreover, considering the anisotropic properties of crystal, we deduce the Young’s
modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and Shear modulus (only suitable for hexagonal crystals):
8
2
2
2
C 2 C33 2C13
C11 C12
C33 þ2C13
C12
>
2
< Ex ¼ Ey ¼ 11
C11 C33 C13
2
13
ð3Þ
AlN and GaN : cxy ¼ CC12 CC33 C
2
11 33 C13
>
:
C11 C12
Gxy ¼ 2 ; Gzx ¼ Gyz ¼ C44
Commonly, there are differences between crystallographic coordinates and mechanical coordinates to characterize mechanical properties. After this transformation,
values of Eq. (3) are enough to express the plane stress
appearing in films and Gzx ¼ Gyz are required for modeling
transverse shear deformations in a shell given stress component rz ¼ 0.
For Si(111) wafers, Ref. [20] has already investigated
special formulas for considering anisotropy in {111} plane.
In order to cover the high temperature part, the empirical
formula E ¼ E0  BT expðTT0 Þ (E0 is the Young’s modulus
at 0 K. B and T0 are decided by fitting, without clear
physical meanings) is widely recognized to realize high
temperature trend extrapolation. However, just as shown in
Ref. [21], the trend for high temperature part is nearly the
same as polynomial fitting. Thus, we directly utilize the
formulas above for trend extrapolation to cover the high
temperature part. In this way, the comparison of in-plane
Young’s modulus is shown in Fig. 2.
In brief, AlN and GaN possess an anisotropic performance for TEC, while silicon is isotropic material; for
Young’s modulus, they are all significant anisotropic
materials (e.g., for Young’s modulus of silicon, the maximum is 188 GPa and the minimum is just 130 GPa within
different crystal directions [22]). Comparing with Figs. 1
and 2, AlN presents a larger deformation potential due to
its higher magnitudes both in TEC and Youngs’s modulus
at high temperatures. At the same time, GaN presents a
high temperature softening compared with AlN. To this

Fig. 2 Temperature dependent Young’s modulus of AlN, GaN, and
Si(111) (in plane)

end, a temperature dependent anisotropic model is expected to estimate the above relationships as the main problems behind in film crystal growth.

3 Stress characterization
3.1 Stress relationship analysis
The X-ray diffraction patterns have been shown in Fig. 3.
According to Bragg law, the small values of FWHM (Full
Width at Half Maximum) imply a high crystal quality
[23]. In addition, the FWHM of AlN as an interlayer of
Sample-1 is improved after GaN growth (0.153° \ 0.171°
means a less crystal quality degradation caused by the
residual stress). This may be explained as crystal structure
protection action from the GaN layer to the AlN interlayer during warping caused by temperatures, e.g., the
existance of GaN may lead to a more uniform force
distribution in surface of AlN during warping. At the
same time, both AlN and GaN films will shrink more than
silicon, thus the films impose a compressive stress to the
silicon substrate which in turn yields a bowl-like
appearance. In comparison with Sample-2 and Sample-3,
the overall effect is beneficial to the interlayer AlN crystal
quality to result in a lower FWHM value. This mechanism should also be a good indicator to optimize the
thickness relationships between films and substrate aimed
at a crack free GaN layer [5]. In short, the couplings of
the thicknesses, temperature dependent thermal expansions and Young’s modulus should be considered
together.
Furthermore, the nearly equal FWHM values, 0.171°
and 0.175°, for the same thickness of AlN films but different thickness of substrates, mean that the thickness of
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Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction patterns of GaN and AlN films. a X-ray pattern of Sample-1. b X-ray patterns of Sample-1 and Sample-2

substrate only has a weak influence on the crystal films in
c-lattice direction. Therefore, a shell element adopted later
in FEM simulations is reasonable for actual situations.
3.2 Stress ascertain by Raman scattering
The Raman frequency shift of E2high is often adopted to
identify the magnitude of stress in III-nitride compounds,
even in situ monitoring the stress variation during film
growth [24]. Theoretically, the stress in crystal is a linear
relationship with the frequency shift and the scaling
coefficient is named as Phonon Deformation Potential
(PDP) [25]. According to this, an equation can be
established:
~ zz
Dx ¼ 2~
arxx þ br

ð4Þ

where a~ and b~ are constant PDP parameters; Dx stands for
the frequency shift of E2high and it can be determined by
comparing with the phonon peak of single crystal (stress
free); rxx and rzz denote stress components. Considering the
biaxial and plane stress state in films, the stress component,
rzz ¼ 0, thus only 2~
a is necessary to evaluate the magnitude of stress and rxx ¼ ryy has already been considered in
Eq. (4) by 2~
a.
A confocal micro-Raman scattering setup (LabRAM
HR800, Laser length: k = 532 ± Dk nm, Dk B 0.65 nm;
diameter of laser: *1 lm) is used to accomplish the
experiments at room temperature. We choose backscattering geometry with laser beam incident on (0001) surface.
According to [26], only E2 and A1(TO) are allowed to the
detector in this mode. The Raman frequency peaks of E2high
and their FWHM values fitted by Gaussian function have
been marked in Fig. 4. Based on the theory above, the
evaluated stress values have been arranged in Table 1,
followed with an explanation.
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Fig. 4 Raman frequencies (resolution: 0.4 cm-1)

The bold values of AlN in Table 1 are based on single
crystals (stress free), specially, [27] is selected due to its
smaller FWHM value of E2high ([27] \3.8 cm-1, [28]
&6.6 cm-1). Considering the smaller stress in GaN film
and the difficulty in determining a better stress free phonon
peak, the stress precision in GaN film is not estimated
further and two sets of stress range are listed based on [30,
31, respectively.

4 Simulations
4.1 Theory in simulation
According to thermal stress mathematical model, the
thermal stress can be expressed through a by:
Z T2
E
ðas  af ÞdT
ð5Þ
rth ¼ f
1  cf

T1

where subscripts f and s stand for film and substrate
respectively. E and c denote Young’s modulus and
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Table 1 Stress evaluation

2~
a (cm-1/GPa)

Stress (GPa)

657 [27]

3.74 [25], 3.39,

Sample-1: 1.386–2.412, 1.935

656 [28]

4.5, 3.0 [29]

Sample-2: 1.291–2.270, 1.821

566.2 [30]

2.77 [32], 2.4, 1.7, 2.43,

Sample-1 [30]: 0.095–0.345

565 [31]

2.7, 2.9,4.2, 4.47, 6.2 [33]

Sample-1 [31]: -0.361 to -0.099

E2high (cm-1)
AlN

Sample-3: 1.407–2.444, 1.960
GaN

Fig. 5 Scaling verification. a Schematic of radius of curvature. b Stress on surface of film. c Off-plane displacement along radius. d Off-plane
displacement distribution

Poisson’s ratio. The formula intrinsically expresses an
integration from film growth temperature T1 (1425 K) to
room temperature T2 (300 K). At the same time, it can also
be expressed with Stoney equation deduced specially for
films on Si(111) substrate [34]:
rf ¼

6C44 ðC11 þ 2C12 Þ h2s

C11 þ 2C12 þ 4C44 6hf

1

R

ð6Þ

where h denotes the thickness, and Cij represent elastic
constants of silicon prepared in Eq. (2.3). R is the radius of
curvature which has been recognized as an important
indicator of film quality. In practice, a more general formula is used to predict R:


ð1 þ y02 Þ32 


ð7Þ
R¼


 y00

where y indicates the off-plane displacement (out of plane
displacement), and y0 and y00 are its first and second
derivatives.
4.2 Model information and scaling verification
The square element size in simulations is about 0.75 mm as
shown in Fig. 5. The simulation along film thickness is
realized by 9 uniform points integration (In Abaqus CAE
software, this item is titled as Thickness Integration Points
for input) and 15 points for silicon substrate with a size
decreasing ratio of 5 towards the film surface (In Abaqus
CAE software, this item is titled as Sizing Controls of
Bias Ratio for element meshing). SC8R and C3D8R elements are adopted for film and substrate respectively.
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Table 2 Variables used in
scaling verification (600 K)

Si(111) * substrate

AlN * film

Es (GPa)

cs

TECs (lm/m K)

hs (lm)

Ef (GPa)

cf

TECf (lm/m K)

hf (lm)

164.2

0.262

3.888

700

343.4

0.319

5.320

0.2

The first part in Eq. (6) is 222.62 GPa based on Eq. (2.3) and the diameter of sample is 5 cm

Additionally, symmetry is considered and only one quarter
of the wafer is constructed in simulation model.
Temperature range in simulation is from 1425 to 300 K.
Both films and substrate are considered in plane stress state
and thus the silicon is considered as isotropic but using
{111} plane parameters, such as Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio. The parameters for shell element have been
prepared in Sect. 2 and the model is constructed compatible with the same coordinates to consider anisotropy. The
center point on back sides of silicon is fixed in z direction
as boundary condition and the coordinate origin. The units
in simulations are Pa and lm.
Scale issue is the main doubtful point considering the
thin film in a nanometer scale in thickness and the substrate
in micrometer scale. This is verified by assuming that the
properties (of Sample-3) are constant values at 600 K
without varying with temperatures (600 K is a random
selection so as to artificially calculate the thermal stress by
formula 5), and their values have been listed in Table 2.
Considering both formula (5) and (6) expressing film
stress, analytical results can be solved by equaling them
with temperatures at T1 = 1425 K and T2 = 300 K. In this
way, the analytical values are obtained as, rth = 794.3 MPa, R = 114.444 m.
The corresponding simulation results have been shown
in Fig. 5 with a schematic drawing illustrating the relationship between off-plane displacements (out of plane
displacement) on edge point and Radius of curvature R in
Fig. 5a,
BD = 25 mm,
AC = AD = R=114.444 m,
according to the Pythagorean theorem, the off-plane displacement of edge point D is BC & 2.731 lm.
In comparison, the simulated stress and R are
810.2 MPa (Fig. 5b) and 114.416 m (Fig. 5c) respectively,
both very close to the analytical values 794.3 MPa and
114.444 m. For off-plane displacement, the value of center
point on film surface is -3.063 lm and the edge point
value is -0.325 lm (Fig. 5d). Thus, the height difference
is 2.738 lm, which is also close to the analytical value,
2.731 lm and the edge point value on the corner of silicon,
2.735 lm. The relative errors between simulation results
and analytic ones, including Radius of curvature R, are all
less than 2 %. In this way, the model and method for
variable value preparation presented above in Sect. 2 are
verified.
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4.3 Simulation results
As shown in Fig. 6a, b, after cooling to room temperature
(the initial diameter of sample at 1450 K is 5 cm in simulation), both manifest obvious shrinkage, moreover, the
distribution of displacement magnitude in Fig. 6e presents
a notable bowl-like effect that is consistent with the analysis in Sect. 3.1.
Leach et al. [7] emphasize that the bow is sensitive to
the wafer size, specially, 15 lm of GaN on a 2-in. wafer
might cause 90 lm of bow, but the same epilayer on a
4-inch wafer might cause 170 lm of bow even though the
4-inch wafer is 50 % thicker than the 2-in. substrate.
Considering this and the wafer size at high temperature is
difficult to detect, the inverse simulation (temperature
increasing) with an initial diameter of 5 cm at 300 K is
performed as shown in Fig. 6c, yielding an off-plane displacement of 6.602 lm at the edge corner of silicon substrate (the stress in film is -1.923 GPa). In contrast, the
corresponding value from temperature decreasing simulation in Fig. 6a is 6.209 lm (the stress in film is 2.0 GPa).
This means both the displacement on edge point and stress
in film are sensitive to the wafer size.
Therefore, the simulated film stresses are prepared with
temperature increasing simulations for higher precision in
Table 3. Theoretically, the film stress value from this
inverse simulation is of the same magnitude but converting
its sign. Others, stresses in silicon section (such as Fig. 6d)
and off-plane displacements are prepared as conservative
estimations by temperature decreasing simulations for
directly understanding of the mechanical mechanisms
between layers.
Comparing with the stresses detected from Raman
scattering, the simulated stresses are all in acceptable error
range, especially very close to the stresses based on single
crystals. The small contradiction on sample-2 (substrate
thickness: 1500 lm) can be explained with crystal quality
degradation indicated by FWHM. The thicker substrate
leads to a stronger resistance to deform as shown in Fig. 7a
below, and the structure of film crystal is weakened as
indicated by FWHM.
Considering Figs. 6, 7, and Table 3, it is verified that a
thicker substrate is beneficial to the flatness of film surface
in growth, and the film stress is slightly influenced. In fact,
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Fig. 6 Simulated results of sample-3 (thickness: AlN *200 nm, Si
*700 lm). a Off-plane displacement. b Off-plane displacement
along radius. c Off-plane displacement (temperature increasing).

d Stress in silicon section. e Whole show of displacement magnitude
(deformation scale factor: 20)

Table 3 Stresses in AlN layers (GPa)
Sample

Stress (simulated)

Stress (Raman)

FWHM (cm-1)

Sample-1

1.919

1.386–2.412, 1.935

4.723

Sample-2

1.925

1.291–2.270, 1.821

6.342

Sample-3

1.923

1.407–2.444, 1.960

5.293

the film stresses with different substrate thicknesses should
be equal as implied by formula (5) in which there is no
parameter related to the size of substrate at all. Furthermore, the two samples grown with the same growth

conditions should also have a fixed relationship between
their Radiuses of curvatures implied by formula (6):
h2s1
hf 1 R1

¼

h2s2
hf 2 R2

ð8Þ
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Fig. 7 Simulated results of Sample-2 (thickness: AlN *200 nm, Si *1500 lm), a Off-plane displacement. b Off-plane displacement along
radius. c Stress in silicon section

Fig. 8 Simulated results of
Sample-1 (thickness: GaN
*500 nm, AlN *200 nm, Si
*700 lm), a Off-plane
displacement along radius.
b Stress in silicon section

Given the substrate thickness, hs1 = 0.7 mm and
hs2 = 1.5 mm (hf1 = hf2 = 200 nm), this equation is satisfied well in simulation results of Figs. 6b and 7b. The
relative error is less than 6.2 %, which is also a verification
of our model constructed in Sect. 2. At the same time, this
formula should give an important insight to design films.
The simulated results of Sample-1 have been shown in
Fig. 8, and the main difference is the higher off-plane
displacement on the edge points as comparing with
Figs. 6b and 7b. In order to give an explanation of this, we
further summarize the Figs. 6d, 7c, and 8b to ascertain the
mechanical mechanisms as shown in Fig. 9.
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Firstly, the stress state of silicon substrate in Fig. 9 has
been verified by the Figs. 6d, 7c, and 8b, that is, the back
side section in silicon is bearing tensile stress and the top
side section close to film is bearing compressive stress
imposed by AlN film.
Secondly, both films are considered as shells because of
their less thicknesses compared with the thickness of substrate. At the same time, both materials of films will shrink
more than silicon substrate, as clarified in Sect. 3. Therefore, the AlN interlayer is just working as a bridge to
transfer deformation from substrate to GaN layer, that is to
say, both films work together to resist the deformation from

J Mater Sci: Mater Electron

Fig. 9 Stress state

substrate (the bending stiffness of film is not considered in
a shell element at all).
Finaly, according to the equilibrium sections in Fig. 6d
(231 lm), Fig. 7c (497 lm), and Fig. 8b (221 lm), and the
off-plane displacements in Figs. 6b, 7b, and 8a, the bow is
senventive to the magnitude of stress in GaN, as demonstrated in Fig. 8a with higher off-plane displacements on
the edge points. The reason is that the total force increases
with its thickness though the magnitude of stress is lower
than AlN. This is particularly important or difficult for a
thicker film grown on thinner substrate (equilibrium
Sects. (231 and 221) are close, but the bows are much
different), which is consistent with common sense in
production.
The authors have also attempted to use tighter parameters in simulations, e.g., to increase more elements, to
replace silicon solid element with shell element too and
divide AlN layer into 4 layers (50 nm per layer). Increasing
density of silicon elements near film leads to stress rising
slightly on these nodes or elements. For example, using
more than 6.5 million elements and setting the thickness of
elements near film less than 2.5 lm, do improve stress
distribution in Fig. 7c to be like the ones in Figs. 6d and 8b
(jump in Fig. 7c disappears), however, these operations
show little influence on stress results, showing the mesh
independence.

5 Conclusion
For the first time, we introduce a temperature dependent
anisotropic numerical model for the stresses in AlN and
GaN films grown on Si(111) substrate. A systermatic study
clarifies the relationships between material properties and
their film structures, which provides insights and understanding to the mechanisms. Moreover, the simulations
clarify the stress relationships behind the bow effect, and
the presented formulas are clear specifications to reveal the
relations between the Radius of curvature and the thicknesses of film and substrate. Our formula should also give
an important guide for film design.
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